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Introduction
The cost and delay involved in civil litigation have been a source of concern for some time
now. One of the main purposes of the Civil Justice Review in 1988 1 was to seek ways of
redressing these ills and some measures were taken as a result. Witness statements now take
the place of examination in chief and skeleton arguments and written materials tend to reduce
the scope for oral argument in the appeal courts. However, these and other measures have
done little to stem the rising tide of cost and delay. 2 Alarmed by spiraling costs, the
government has recently cut back on publicly funded legal aid services and has announced the
intention to cap legal aid funding. Cost is also a source of much public dissatisfaction,
because the expense of litigation places access to the courts beyond the reach of all but the
rich and that diminishing category of persons entitled to legal aid.
Even a simple dispute which proceeds with uncommon speed could absorb vast sums of
money. An action to enforce a covenant in restraint of trade against an employee whose
annual salary was about £10,000, in which the plaintiffs issued a writ, secured an
interlocutory injunction, and obtained final judgment, all in just nine weeks, cost the winning
plaintiffs in excess of £100,000. 3 We may safely assume that the cost to the legal aid fund in
respect of the defendant’s failed defence was commensurably substantial. A comprehensive
costing of the process would also have to include the cost to the administration of justice in
respect of judicial and court overheads. Such cases may not be typical, but the situation must
be sufficiently serious, seeing that the Master of the Rolls has felt justified in painting this
picture of the state of civil justice—
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‘Day by day we read in the newspapers of the inordinate cost of litigation, of the congestion to which
the courts are subject and, in very recent weeks, of proposals to cut back the legal aid budget because
the costs of legal aid are spiraling out of control, those increases in legal aid expenditure being
apparently due not to an increase in the number of litigants who are assisted but to the greatly
increased cost of the actions in which they are supported.’ 4

A cursory look at reported cases is enough to make one realise just how complicated and
expensive civil proceedings can be, whether conducted in the High Court or the county court.
In one case the issue of service, a purely formal question, had to be considered by a master
and, on an appeal, by a judge and, on appeal therefrom, by the Court of Appeal, before the
validity of the service was established. 5 Recently there have been no fewer than four House of
Lords decisions dealing with the extension of the validity of writs. 6 In these hundreds of
thousands of pounds must have been spent on litigating the most preliminary of issues:
whether proceedings have or have not been started. The fate of an amendment of pleadings
may not be finally decided before two appeal hearings have taken place. 7 Delay itself has a
way of generating litigation which leads to further delay. A great deal of money may be spent,
long before discovery has even started, in litigating, at times all the way to the Court of
Appeal and beyond, whether an extension of time should be granted or whether the action
should be dismissed for want of prosecution. 8
In the wake of the Civil Justice Review the county court jurisdiction has been extended
right across the field of civil litigation in order to avoid as much as possible the expense of
High Court proceedings. 9 But the problem of cost extends to the county courts too. This is
hardly surprising, since the county court practice is similar to that in the High Court. True,
legal services in the county court are rendered at a lower unit cost and further savings are
made because solicitors can represent clients, thus avoiding the need of employing a barrister
as well as a solicitor. Yet costs could still be high in comparison with the sums in dispute,
because there is a minimum below which the hourly charge for solicitors’ services cannot fall,
no matter how small the value of the claim itself. 10 Although some important differences of
procedure do exist, they do not on the whole translate themselves into massive savings, except
with regard to small claims of £1000 or less. 11 Of the other differences the procedure of
automatic directions in the county court deserves mention here. It was introduced in 1990 in
order to cut down delays and it involves a fixed time table for pre-trial proceedings. 12 Under
this regime, unless the plaintiff requests a hearing of his claim within 15 months of the day on
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which pleadings are deemed to be closed, ‘the action shall be automatically struck out’.13
However, while some speeding up of proceedings and savings have been achieved, costs have
not come down dramatically. 14
Indeed, the case in which the Master of the Rolls made the remarks quoted earlier involved
an action for possession in the county court. ‘It was in essence’, the Master of the Rolls
observed, ‘the sort of action which county courts were established to deal with, and do deal
with, on an almost daily basis involving no complex principles of law, no complex issues; a
simple straightforward dispute crying out for summary determination.’ 15 Yet no sooner was it
commenced than it became bogged down by ‘applications being made for this, applications
being made for that, various orders for this, orders for that, hearings in relation to this,
hearings in relation to that, all of them of course increasing costs.’ 16
There is little doubt that the structure of our legal procedure, in both the lower and the
upper judicial tiers, facilitates a good deal of avoidable procedural waste. As a result, critics
and reformers have tended to devote most of their attention to improving court and case
management and to simplifying the processes involved. Most significantly, Lord Woolf, who
is chairing a committee appointed by the Lord Chancellor to consider reform of the
administration of justice, seems to think that the solution lies in more extensive court
supervision of the litigation process and in the enforcement of adherence to tight time tables. 17
It is, however, insufficiently appreciated that the capacity of our procedure to absorb ever
increasing amounts of funds is not due just to poor management of case flows or to the
complex and cumbersome nature of the civil process. It is also promoted by certain
underlying factors. The method of paying lawyers on an hourly basis ensures that they have
no incentive to economize in the provision of legal services. Publicly funded legal aid
provision was, at least until recently, determined by reference to the standard of legal services
commonly employed by the affluent, rather than by what the taxpayer could reasonably afford
to pay. These and other factors have reacted upon each other to produce conditions that favour
rising costs and mounting delays.
A lack of attention to the interaction of different elements of the legal process has
undermined at times the object of reform. For instance, when the legal aid system was
introduced, hardly any consideration was given to the possibility that the injection of a
massive subsidy into the purchase of legal services will combine with existing inflationary
factors to produce a tremendous upward pressure on costs. Similarly, a failure to have regard
to the possibility that while a new measure could achieve savings in certain respects, it might
produce an equal or greater expense in another respect has lead to waste. Thus, one of the
purposes of exchange of witness statements on the eve of the trial was to obtain savings by
obviating examination in chief. But the indications are that the resources invested in preparing
witness statements may at times exceed the cost involved in oral testimony. 18
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Future reform must avoid these pitfalls and ensure that it does not merely result in
localized savings but does succeed in securing a reduction in overall cost and delays. To this
end we need to fashion an overall strategy which takes account of the potential interaction
between different aspects of the system. There would be little point, for instance, in
simplifying procedure unless we also remove the incentives for increasing the complexity and
duration of litigation. Similarly, it would be self-defeating to speed up the rate of case
disposal, if this were going to produce an exponential increase in the volume of litigation that
could overwhelm the courts.
The purpose of this paper is to highlight the main factors that contribute to cost and delay
and to outline a strategy for reversing existing trends. Reform, it will be argued, should be
guided by the idea that, when procedural resources are finite, we should ration their
employment and not, as is the case at present, restrict access to court by means of prohibitive
costs. To implement this idea we need to fashion a comprehensive and integrated approach
consisting of three major limbs. First, we must render procedure simpler and cheaper in the
majority of cases so as to make access to justice affordable by those who need it, even if this
means some reduction in the quality of judgments. Second, we must ensure that litigation
remains affordable in the long run by providing effective incentives to both lawyers and their
clients to keep down costs. Third, we would need to counteract the likelihood that greater
accessibility to justice will stimulate litigation by erecting powerful disincentives to litigation
which, unlike the present ones, are fair and non-discriminatory.
Before outlining these proposals, however, two preliminary matters need to be addressed:
the connection between the adversarial character of our procedure and its complexity, the
relationship between cost and justice.
Adversarial Freedom and Proportionality in Procedure
There seems to be a perception that in an adversarial system latitude in the conduct of one’s
case is a requirement of justice. 19 The reasoning runs as follows. Since the courts do not take
it upon themselves to investigate the issues but confine themselves to the role of impartial
umpires, litigants must be afforded the means with which to prepare their case and present it
at the trial. Thus they need facilities for eliciting information about the opponent’s case and
the evidence he holds, for compelling witnesses to testify, for examining witnesses at the trial
and the like. The processes of pleadings, interrogatories, discovery, exchange of witness
statements and the rules of evidence are designed to meet these needs.
Given that these facilities have been placed at the parties’ disposal, so the thinking
proceeds, the law cannot then restrict the parties’ freedom to use them. For example, if
litigants have the right to obtain discovery of documents necessary for disposing of the matter
or saving costs, the court can hardly turn round and say that this or that request for disclosure
is not really necessary, or that the parties should content themselves with a more limited and
cheaper form of discovery. Nor can a court tell the parties that the importance of the case or
the nature of the issues involved do not justify the extensive and expensive procedural steps
they propose to take. In an adversarial system litigants are free within the contours of the
permissible, the argument concludes, to exploit to their own advantage the procedural devices
that the law provides.
Even if the usefulness of the procedural devices provided by the law can be accepted, it
does not follow that they are equally important or necessary in all cases, regardless of
19
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complexity of issues and of the gravity of subject matter. Just as not all medical conditions
require the employment of all the available diagnostic methods, so not all disputes in the
courts justify the use of all available pre-trial tactics regardless of cost. It might be objected
that merely because we might think that a case does not justify the deployment of all available
procedural devices, it does not mean that such deployment should be restricted or forbidden.
For just as citizens cannot be forbidden to have recourse to excessive medical services, if they
choose to pay for them, litigants should be free to invest as much as they wish in legal
services, including litigation. But this analogy is clearly flawed, because disproportionate
legal measures affect not only the resources of those litigants who employ them but also
increase the burden on their opponents and consume the resources of the court. 20
The idea of complete adversarial freedom is in any event at odds with the present state of
the law, because some limitations are already placed on the use of procedure. Litigants who
have only a flimsy defence may not insist on having recourse to the normal pre-trial and trial
procedures. All they can expect is a summary adjudication. Thus, plaintiffs who believe that
their defendant has no reasonable or credible defence, may apply for summary judgment
under RSC Ord 14. Similarly, upon an application by one party, whether plaintiff or
defendant, a court may strike out any pleading that ‘discloses no reasonable cause of action or
defence’ in accordance with RSC Ord 18, r 19(1)(a). The object of these provisions is to block
access to full pre-trial and trial procedures and enable litigants to obtain a quick judgment
where the opponent’s case is so weak as not to justify recourse to the normal process. 21
The point to be noticed about these summary methods of adjudication is that they are
concerned with proportionality. The full procedure is not waived because it is incapable of
making a difference to the eventual outcome. A summary dismissal of a claim or of a defence
may not be as reliable as a dismissal after trial. An argument which appears flimsy when
tested by a summary process might turn out to be well founded, once the full pre-trial
processes of pleadings, interrogatories and discovery have been employed and once the
parties’ respective cases have been exposed to close scrutiny at the trial. Discovery, for
instance, may turn up something that sheds a different light on a defence which appears
insubstantial at first glance, or cross-examination may show an otherwise unanswerable claim
to be ill founded. Rather, the standard procedure is waived because, as the case stands at the
time, it is unlikely to make a difference and it is therefore wasteful to employ it. These
summary processes are accordingly illustrative of the notion of procedural proportionality,
which holds that a dispute has to be sufficiently substantial to justify the use of the normal
process.
Not only is the system prepared to shed some procedural provision where the issues are
abundantly clear, it is also prepared to do so in situations of urgency. When a party is
concerned that her rights would be harmed during the pendency of litigation, she may apply
for an interlocutory injunction. Applications for interlocutory injunctions are determined
without recourse to pleadings, interrogatories, discovery, exchange of witness statements and
oral testimony. They are decided instead on the basis of affidavit evidence. It is important to
appreciate that it is not the consideration that an interlocutory injunction does not finally
20
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dispose of the case which provides the justification for doing away with the pre-trial
processes. For this consideration does not always apply. Indeed, interlocutory injunctions may
be obtained, provided that the criteria of urgency have been met, notwithstanding that they
may permanently dispose of the case to all intents and purposes. 22 Further, even where the
interlocutory decision does not finally and conclusively dispose of the whole suit, it may still
leave one party facing an irreparable loss, and thus permanently compromise his rights. 23 As a
result, the idea that at the interlocutory stage the court need not concern itself with the merits
of the parties respective claims has been much criticised and effectively abandoned. 24 The
processes that are otherwise regarded as important for obtaining accurate decisions are shed in
the interlocutory procedure not because of provisionality but due to the necessity of reaching
a decision within a short time. 25
It would therefore appear that even as things stand, the system does not allow an
unqualified access to the full procedural menu. The notion of proportionality, that not every
dispute deserves equal procedural investment, is already ingrained in our procedural
arrangements. There is therefore nothing in principle to prevent us from considering whether
access to the full process of the law is too widely defined at present, and whether the balance
between summary adjudication and standard adjudication should not be tilted further towards
the former.
Accuracy and Economy in Procedure - a Matter of Compromise 26
The realisation that procedural provision may be relative leads to a more general discussion
about the extent to which a system of procedure has to strive to ascertain the truth. It is
axiomatic that the object of procedure is to render litigants their due; namely, to return
judgments which correctly apply the law to the true facts. But this does not mean that the state
has an obligation to provide the most accurate civil procedure regardless of cost. It would be
absurd to say that we are entitled to the best possible legal procedure, however expensive,
when we cannot lay a credible claim to the best possible health service or to the best possible
transport system. Yet it would be equally absurd to suggest that procedure need not strive to
22
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achieve any level of accuracy to satisfy the demands of justice. We are therefore entitled to
expect procedures which strive to provide a reasonable measure of protection of rights,
commensurable with the resources that we can afford to spend on the administration of
justice. 27
Once we have accepted that the commitment to accuracy is not absolute and boundless, we
must also accept that the choice of procedure must involve compromises. 28 First and
foremost, a compromise has to be struck between accuracy and cost. 29 A highly accurate
system of adjudication would require intensive preparation and extensive judicial manpower
and would therefore be very expensive. By contrast, a very cheap system may produce a very
low level of accuracy. A legislature who cannot afford a limitless investment in the
administration of justice, must achieve compromise whereby the level of accuracy that the
administration of justice could produce will reflect the level of support that the state can
reasonably be expected to give to legal services. It follows that in devising a system of
procedure the legislature has a considerable scope for choice between different ways of
balancing accuracy against cost. 30
Our existing system of civil justice represents, therefore, no more than one possible way of
balancing cost and accuracy. Of course, it is not suggested that this system is the outcome of a
deliberate and conscious cost benefit exercise carried out at a certain point in the past. Civil
procedure has evolved into its present shape through a succession of choices, made by the law
maker over many decades, which were necessitated by diverse legal, economic and other
social factors. The important point to realise is that the present procedural arrangements are
not sacrosanct. On the contrary, it is desirable we should ask periodically whether the
administration of justice reflects an optimal compromise between accuracy and cost and
whether it fulfills the needs of the community at the time.
This way of looking at procedure should help us deal with the kind of objection that is
usually raised against suggestions for introducing measures of economies in the
administration of justice: that economies that compromise accuracy also compromise justice.
Quality, it might be said, must not be sacrificed for the sake of economy. We do not live in
the days of Solomon but in a far more complex society which demands intricate legal
arrangements. Under such conditions correct judgments may be obtained only through the
investment of a good deal of time and resources. Justice bought cheaply and in haste, it could
be suggested, may be so inferior as not to be worth having. The response to this type of
objection has already been hinted at. There is simply no way of avoiding compromises. It is
therefore inevitable that quality should, to some degree, be sacrificed for the sake of economy.
The real question is whether any given procedural arrangements produce a satisfactory
compromise.
In today’s conditions civil procedure may be criticised for striking a compromise which
tilts too far towards accuracy at the expense of economy. Our procedural arrangements
27
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demonstrate a willingness to tolerate high costs for the sake of high standards of accuracy in
judgments. As a result, it is becoming uncomfortably clear that access to the courts is being
placed beyond the means of the vast majority of the population and that the exchequer is
finding it increasingly hard to shoulder the support of poor litigants. 31 It is therefore legitimate
to ask whether it is really better to offer high quality justice to a few, rather than dispense
justice, albeit of lesser quality, to a wider segment of society. Further, we may well wonder
whether it is justified to ask the taxpayer to pour vast sums of money into the administration
of civil justice, when justice may be bought more cheaply, if a little less accurately.
There is a further dimension to the tension between cost and accuracy in procedure, for a
compromise must also be struck between accuracy and speed. We tend think that the only
requirement of justice is that a judgment should give the parties what is theirs by right. But
time is also a dimension of justice, for, as we like to remind ourselves, justice delayed is
justice denied. Delay may undermine the practical utility of judgments for the purpose of
redressing rights and a judgment may come too late to be capable of putting things right. 32
Clearly, a system of procedure which systematically allows delays to rob judgments of their
practical usefulness, cannot be said to be a just procedure. It follows that while a just
procedure cannot be wholly indifferent to the need to establish the truth, it also cannot be
altogether indifferent to delay, because a just procedure must aim to deliver judgments when
they can still do some good. Yet no system can be expected to invest limitless resources in
achieving speedy justice. Accordingly, where resources are limited, accuracy in judgments
may have to be sacrificed to some extent not only for the sake of economy but also for the
sake of obtaining timely judgments. 33
When we consider the reform of civil procedure, we must therefore not be deterred by
arguments that the introduction of savings may lead to a deterioration in the accuracy of
judgments. What matters is not any particular level of accuracy but the correct balance
between accuracy of justice and timeliness of justice and between accuracy and affordability.
A Ratcheting Up Mechanism - The Clogs on Access to Justice
A most cursory examination of statistical data is enough to make the grim picture of rising
costs abundantly clear. 34 During 1987–88 legal aid payments amounted to £426m, but by
1993–94 they rose to £1,020m, of which £350m was spent on civil proceedings. These figures
are expected to rise to £1,633m and £685m by 1996–97. 35 The cost of litigation, whether
funded publicly or privately, has been on an inexorable rising curve. In 1974 hourly rates
charged by solicitors were in the region of £25, but by 1994 they rose to an average of £185
with a high of £310; the price retail index for the same period rose only 6 times. 36 Legal aid
statistics suggest that in 1974–75 the average cost of a non-matrimonial case in the High
Court was £338, but by 1993–94 this figure rose to £4,462. 37 Over the last twenty years the
income of solicitors and barristers has risen much faster than the Retail Price Index or the
31
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average income in the country. 38 Several factors may have contributed to this upward
movement, but there can be little doubt about the contributory effect of two features of our
procedural arrangements: the method of remunerating lawyers on an hourly basis and the
legal aid system. 39 A discussion of reform must therefore start by looking at these factors.
In England solicitors are paid for their services on an hourly basis. While barristers
traditionally charged according to the complexity of the case, there is now an increasing trend
for them too to charge on an hourly basis. Whether charging is by the hour or in proportion to
complexity, it seems obvious that lawyers have no direct incentive to economize in the
provision of services. On the contrary, the more complex and protracted litigation becomes
the more they earn. It is not suggested that lawyers deliberately inflate their services for gain.
But it is in the nature of things that economic activity should, probably without any selfconscious decision on the part of the actors, follow the most rewarding path. 40
Normally, resistance to price comes from the consumers of services. In the present context,
however, this moderating mechanism is blunted by several factors. Laymen have to rely on
lawyers to judge how necessary costs are in order to defend their rights and, further, it is
largely in the hands of lawyers to render costs necessary. As a result, clients are poorly placed
to bring down the cost of litigation. The indemnity rule, whereby the loser in litigation has to
pay the winner’s costs also makes a contribution here. As we shall shortly see, the main effect
of this rule is to discourage litigation, but once it is clear that litigation is destined to go all the
way to trial and beyond, it tends to erode resistance to cost. Given that success brings with it
not only the sum claimed but also the expenses laid out in securing judgment, a litigant who
believes that an increase in the amount spent on litigation will increase his chances of success
has a very good reason for progressively raising his stakes. Once one party has increased the
stakes, the opponent would feel compelled to follow suit for fear that by using inferior
procedural devices, be it a less celebrated lawyer or a less qualified expert, he would
compromise his chances of success and run a greater risk of having to pay the other party’s
costs as well on losing the subject matter in dispute. Indeed, a point may come where the
parties would have reason to persist with investment in litigation not so much for the sake of a
favourable judgment on the merits, as for the purpose of recovering the money already
expended in the dispute, which may well outstrip the value of the subject matter in issue. 41
The legal aid system has by its very nature altered the pattern of cost resistance for it was
designed to facilitate litigation by those who could not otherwise afford it. Its introduction
was prompted by the realization that the cost of litigation was putting access to court beyond
an increasingly wide proportion of the population. Behind the system lies, therefore, the
wholly laudable consideration that when access to court is denied to those who cannot afford
it, justice too is denied to them. 42 But the method chosen for facilitating the poor access to
justice could hardly have been more unfortunate from the point of view of cost inflation.
38
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At the basis of the system lies the idea that the state must afford the poor a level of legal
services sufficient to ensure that the they are not at a disadvantage compared with their richer
opponents. 43 By aiming to match the legal services given to the poor to those affordable by
the rich, the level of legal aid services was from the start determined by the then current
litigation practices. Since litigation was already beyond the reach of the great majority of the
population, these practices were governed by what the financially endowed litigant could
afford. As a result, the treasury was forced to allocate massive funds for the purchase of legal
services. It is not unreasonable to assume that this infusion of money into a system already
liable to upward pressure on costs accelerated the rate of price rises. 44 As the legal aid system
was committed to a policy of keeping up the legal provision of poor in line with current
litigation practices, a self-propelled mechanism was set in motion: once an increase in cost
has taken place, additional public funds have to be put in; these, in turn, push the cost of legal
services even further, thus calling for ever greater public subvention. 45
Although the rise in the cost of litigation may not have been due solely to price inflation, 46
there seems to be a coincidence, to put it mildly, between the availability of funds and
lawyers’ income. Over the past twenty years there has been a marked shift toward increased
reliance by the profession on income generated from litigation work. In 1975–76 contentious
work accounted for £141m, or 22 per cent, of solicitors’ gross income. 47 By 1984–85
contentious work represented 32 per cent of gross income. 48 By 1992 it rose again to 40 per
cent. 49 Glasser has calculated that the gross income that solicitors derive from nonmatrimonial civil cases has increased 19 times in twenty years. 50 He concludes ‘that
professional incomes and the size of firms do seem to have increased substantially and to have
been funded, to some considerable extent, by the increase in litigation over the last two
decades.’ 51 Putting aside statistical analysis, it is only to be expected that if the major
participants in the legal process benefit from the complexity and duration of litigation,
litigation would become progressively more expensive and protracted.
The relentlessly increasing demands for legal aid support has presented the government
with an unpalatable dilemma: it must keep paying up without limit, or, alternatively, it must
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cut its support for the poor. 52 It chose the latter course and took two measures. It has cut down
eligibility to legal aid, 53 and it has put a ceiling on its financial commitment by freezing the
legal aid budget and by limiting the fees payable to lawyers for legal aid work. 54 The
contraction of eligibility threatens to leave ever larger sections of the population worse off
than before the introduction of the legal aid system, for in the meantime costs have increased
in real terms. 55 Those who remain eligible to legal aid are also worse off because the limits on
the support for individual litigants may mean that the poor would now consistently receive
legal services which are inferior to those available to their richer opponents. This would
undermine the principle of equality before the law. It would, however, be misguided to lay the
blame for the contraction in the availability of legal aid services wholly on the treasury. A
system whereby the level of publicly funded services is governed by what the affluent are
used to purchase for themselves, rather than by what the taxpayer could afford, was destined
to break down. The checks now placed on the legal aid budget are in large measure a sign of
despair at the inability of the administration of civil justice to come to grips with the
underlying problem of rising costs.
At the same time, it must not be forgotten that it is not just the burden on the public purse
that has been getting heavier, but also the burden on those members of the community who
have to finance litigation from their own resources. Inevitably, the combined effect of the
pattern of rising litigation costs and of continual reductions in legal aid support has led to a
progressive contraction in access to justice. Today, proceedings in the High Court are almost
entirely funded either by legal aid funds or by large enterprises. For the majority of the
population and for a large proportion of middle size businesses, High Court litigation is
simply too costly and too risky. Even litigation in the county court is beyond the means of
most.
Far from being a source of regret, the high cost of litigation is held by some to make a
positive contribution to the policy of keeping down the volume of litigation. High cost, it is
believed, discourages unmeritorious claims, encourages litigants to settle, and promotes the
search for alternative dispute resolution methods, thus keeping many disputes out of the court
system. It can hardly be doubted that cost is a very effective measure for controlling demand
for justice, as it is for moderating the demand for any other services. But this cost based
strategy also happens to be deeply iniquitous, since its effectiveness is in inverse proportion to
a person’s resources; the poorer a person, the more likely he is to be deterred from seeking the
court’s help to redress his grievances and the more probable it is that he will be forced to give
up some of his entitlement for the sake of settlement.
The deterrent effect of cost is considerably intensified by the indemnity rule. Under this
rule, popularly known as ‘the winner takes all’, the winner in litigation is entitled, generally
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speaking, to recover his reasonable costs from the loser. 56 When proceedings have
commenced and it has become clear that no default or summary judgment will be
forthcoming, a litigant must accept that there is a risk that he will lose. Since litigation costs
are high, paying the parties’ combined costs in the case may amount to a massive financial
burden. It follows that for every litigant the potential cost of litigation is heightened by the
prospect of having to pay the opponent’s costs as well as one’s own. The prospect of loss is,
of course, influenced by the strength of one’s case on the merits and as a result the indemnity
rule tends to discourage litigation by those whose prospects of winning are poor. 57 But the
deterrent effect operates in inverse proportion to a litigant’s financial position; the poorer a
litigant, the more he will be discouraged from litigation, everything else being equal. 58 Thus
the indemnity rule aggravates the already existing disadvantage under which the poor labour.
This last point deserves some further elaboration. The degree to which one is able to
sustain litigation and bear the consequence of an eventual loss has a direct bearing on one’s
prospects of recovering one’s entitlement in a settlement. If a potential defendant knows that
the potential plaintiff cannot afford even the initial cost of commencing proceedings, he need
hardly respond to the claim made against him. Similarly, a defendant who cannot make a
show of being able to defend his case, must expect to pay in full the plaintiff’s demand. Quite
plainly, the less one is able to commit resources to litigation and bear the risk of failure, the
less one can expect in settlement; and vice versa, the more a litigant can sustain litigation, the
greater his prospect of biting into his opponent’s entitlement. 59
It is not suggested that there is something wrong with giving up a proportion of one’s claim
for the sake of settlement. Indeed, the price paid in reduced entitlement may well bring in
handsome benefits in avoided costs and delays. What is maintained is that settlements may be
more or less just. A settlement is just if what the parties obtain from it is roughly
proportionate to the strength of their respective claims. 60 Where the plaintiff has only a
limited ability to sustain litigation, the defendant is in a position to insist on a settlement that
is tailored not to the plaintiff’s prospects of winning but to his ability to finance litigation.
Where a decision to avoid litigation altogether or to settle a claim or a defence is driven not
by the strength of a party’s case on the merits but by his poverty, the outcome cannot be
considered just. 61 Furthermore, the indemnity rule enables the rich litigant to use his financial
56
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superiority to put pressure on his poorer opponent by raising his own investment in the
litigation and thus increasing the potential burden of the poorer litigant, should the latter lose
on the merits.
It is insufficiently appreciated that, quite apart from the injustice just described, relying on
high cost to discourage recourse to court produces a great deal of economic waste. To
persuade an opponent to enter serious negotiations, a litigant must demonstrate, through
commencing or appearing to defend legal proceedings, a certain commitment to litigation.
This forces many litigants to spend considerable resources in litigation steps, when there is no
prospect of a trial taking place. 62 Furthermore, the regime of high cost rebounds to a
considerable degree on the taxpayer. The more the burden of litigation restricts access to
justice, the greater is the pressure on the government to step in and finance the litigation of the
poor. The strategy of using cost as a deterrent to litigation is therefore both wasteful and
unjust.
A substantial and lasting improvement in the administration of civil justice may be
obtained only by undoing the ratcheting up mechanism. To this end we need to devise a
comprehensive strategy which addresses its different components. Such a strategy must
therefore set out to achieve three goals. It must seek to limit the scope for complexity in
litigation and render access to court more affordable. Second, it must remove those factors
that encourage expenditure in, and protraction of, litigation and place in their stead deterrents
to expenditure and delay. Third, it must replace cost-based incentives to settlement with fairer
ones.
Rationing Procedural Resources 63
Our system of civil procedure affords litigants and their lawyers very considerable scope for
complicating and protracting litigation. To an extent complexity in litigation is inevitable. A
system of procedure must be able to cope with the entire range of disputes likely to be brought
to court. Consequently, facilities must be in place for the determination of the most difficult
of controversies. In a complex dispute, where the facts are ambiguous and contested and the
law is uncertain and contentious, all the available procedural facilities may be necessary in
order to clarify the issues and determine the facts and the law. But, not all cases are important,
intricate and difficult, and not every case requires access to the maximal procedural provision.
A well organised system should contain, therefore, a mechanism for husbanding procedural
resources by ensuring that the procedure employed is proportionate to the needs of the
particular case.
In our system such mechanism is conspicuous by its absence. As we have already seen, a
litigant need only show an arguable case in order to have unimpeded access to the full
panoply of procedural devices. Furthermore, while litigants are not obliged to take advantage
of full access regardless of real need, there are benefits to be had from doing just that, because
a litigant may thereby exhaust his opponent, or obtain a better settlement or improve his
tactical position in some other way. Even litigants who would like to avoid waste are not
always in a position to do so. In order to be able to make a judgment as to whether procedural
economy is feasible, one has to have an overall view of the dispute. In an adversary system
litigants can obtain such a view only at the end of an expensive and protracted pre-trial
process. Yet this process could take on a life of its own and become a quagmire of
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applications and counter-applications, of appeals and counter-appeals which lead not so much
to final judgment as to even more pre-trial proceedings.
When the consumption of the full procedural menu can imposes a heavy burden on the
opponent, on the administration of justice and, on occasion, on the legal aid funds, the
threshold of an arguable case is far too low and causes a good deal of procedural waste. As a
first step towards a more economical management of the administration of civil justice we
must introduce a system of rationing the available procedural resources, as distinguished from
rationing access to the court which leads to a denial of justice. The purpose of this section it to
outline a number of available options, all of which are premised on the abolition of the
principle that litigants must have unimpeded access to the full procedural provision.
Rationing by rules
At the heart of a rationing strategy lies the idea that different cases would get different
procedural provision. This idea is not altogether new, it was embraced by the Civil Justice
Review, which envisaged that High Court litigation would be confined to public law cases,
specialist cases (such as commercial litigation and Admiralty) and cases involving important,
complex or substantial claims. 64 However, the Review made no proposal for a radically
simplified procedure in the county court. Absent a simpler, quicker and cheaper county court
procedure, the transfer of cases to the county court is hardly likely to lead to significant
improvements.
A more effective strategy would be to provide that certain categories of cases would be
automatically directed to be tried by speedy process. It could be provided, for instance, that
disputes up to a certain value, say £20,000, will be disposed of by summary adjudication.
Alternatively, certain types of cases, such as debt, breach of contract, and perhaps even
personal injuries, could be directed by rule to be tried by summary process. Whether all
county court cases would be triable by such a procedure or only certain categories can be
debated later. What is important to emphasise here is the need for a cheaper alternative.
Summary adjudication is not an untried method in our system. On the contrary, it has been
employed for a long time in the field of interlocutory injunctions and related remedies and,
moreover, it is now emerging as an acceptable mode for final disposition, as litigants show
willingness to treat decisions given on applications for interlocutory injunctions as finally
resolving their dispute. 65 The process is uncomplicated and fast. A party who seeks an
interlocutory injunction has to support his application by affidavits. The defendant replies in a
similar fashion, with written argument and affidavits of his own. Since cross-examination on
affidavits hardly ever takes place, decisions turn on written materials and limited argument
and judgments are speedily given.
This model of summary adjudication provides therefore a ready made alternative for the
present standard procedure. But if it is thought that this form of adjudication is too rough,
some beefing up could be considered. For instance, the parties could be required to exchange
lists of documents and affidavits simultaneously, thus reducing the scope for concealment and
evasiveness. 66 At the hearing the judge could exercise discretion in ordering some limited
cross-examination. 67 However, since an increase in the procedural intensity of summary
64
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adjudication could threaten speed and economy, it is probably better to retain the present
model of trial by affidavits and limited orality.
The system need not be wholly inflexible. A residual discretion could be maintained for
transferring cases which are of particular complexity or general public importance to the High
Court, where something akin to the present procedure would continue to be in force. The
measures discussed below for discouraging investment in litigation and for encouraging out of
court settlement could operate differentially in the different courts or under different
procedures. Thus, for example, fixed fee or contingency fee arrangements and pendulum
adjudication 68 could be confined to the special county court procedure, leaving the High
Court procedure unaffected by these measures. These are not the only permutations available
within a system of procedural rationing. There may well be others, such as easier availability
of summary judgment at all levels. What is crucial to appreciate is that for maximizing cost
and time efficiencies we may well have to adopt a flexible approach to procedure and allow
for the possibility that different types of disputes may demand or justify different levels of
procedural investment.
A number of objections may be made to the idea of summary adjudication. It could be
argued that it would reduce the scope for settlement. At present, a defendant does not have to
decide whether to persist with his defence until he has obtained considerable information from
the plaintiff, by means of pleadings, discovery and witness statements. Once the parties are in
possession of comprehensive information about each other’s case, they are better placed to
compromise than when they are in the dark. Summary adjudication will not provide such
extensive opportunities for mutual exchange of information and would, therefore, be less
conducive to settlement. Litigants might feel obliged to commit themselves to litigation
before they have had an opportunity to gauge the strength of their opponents’ case. However,
even if this were the case, the decrease in the rate of settlements would not necessarily render
the process more expensive for the parties. For, in the absence of extensive pleadings,
discovery and the like, summary adjudication will dispose of a case more cheaply. Further,
settlements could be encouraged by stipulating that a plaintiff must commence his case by a
statement of claim coupled with an offer to open his files to the defendant on terms of
mutuality, thus giving the defendant an opportunity to assess his position as soon as
proceedings have started.
A more serious objection would seek to challenge the assumption that underlines the idea
of rationing procedural provision. It could be argued that rationing would not only remove
wasteful and unproductive procedural provision, but could also compromise the standard of
accuracy in judgments. No matter how straightforward a dispute, it could be objected,
summary trial represents an inferior mode of adjudication which is likely to lead to a
reduction in the level of accuracy in judicial finding. Affidavit evidence may conceal as much
as reveal, and even if cross-examination were allowed, it might not make up for poor pre-trial
preparation. Impressive as this line of argument may appear at first sight, it is very difficult to
assess its validity for the simple reason that we know little about the accuracy of our nonsummary procedure. All we know for certain is that it grinds more slowly and that it is more
expensive than the summary interlocutory procedure, not that it is more accurate.
Consequently, until empirical research proves the contrary, there is no reason to suppose that
if summary adjudication were employed in cases which, on initial judicial appraisal, appear to
be relatively uncomplicated there would be a major loss in the accuracy of adjudication.
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Even if it does turn out that summary adjudication provides inferior accuracy, the case for
summary adjudication would not necessarily founder. For we would then be presented with
the question of principle of whether a loss in accuracy may be justified by the savings that
will be made. This question cannot be answered in the abstract. Rather, it has to be considered
in the context of the prevailing economic and social circumstances. Today we find ourselves
in a situation where the cost of litigation is such that even the treasury cannot sustain its
provision for the poor, not to mention that it is now beyond the means of the vast majority of
the population. In these conditions, a system which offers affordable justice to a multitude,
albeit at some lower level of accuracy, is to be preferred to a system which restricts justice,
albeit of higher quality, to the few who can afford it and to that shrinking proportion of the
poor whom the taxpayer can still bear to support.
Rationing by party decision
This point about affordability brings us to a further possible strategy for rationing access to
full procedure: giving individual litigants an option to have the dispute resolved by summary
adjudication.
At present a rich litigant has considerable scope, we have observed, for exploiting his
superior financial position. By investing money in litigation he can intensify the procedural
battle to a level where his poorer opponent will be unable to match his procedural facilities. It
is not suggested, it must be emphasised, that a greater investment in litigation necessarily
increases one’s chances of success. What is, however, maintained is that few like fighting
with weapons considered to be inferior to those in the hands of the opponent. This natural
aversion to procedural inferiority tends to put pressure on the poorer litigant to make financial
sacrifices in order to match his opponent’s facilities. A litigant who cannot afford to raise the
necessary funds, may well feel obliged to settle on terms that he regards as unfair. These and
other similar pressures created by economic inequality lead to inequality of procedural
advantage. 69
The administration of justice, needless to say, is not responsible for the economic
inequality between citizens. But the extent to which inequality of resources can lead to
inequality of procedural standing is very much a function of our procedural arrangements.
Accordingly, it is legitimate to question whether it is right to allow as great a scope for
procedural inequality as is afforded at present. Is it really right that the rich litigant should
have an unfettered opportunity to choose the terms on which the litigation is to be conducted?
The question need only be framed in this way for the answer to become evident. There is no
principle of justice or other social dimension which requires that the financially endowed
litigant should have an unrestricted freedom to gain procedural advantage by dint of his
wealth. A more equitable arrangement would be one in which the poor, rather than the rich, is
given the right to choose the procedure for determining the dispute. A choice of a cheap
procedure by the poor litigant does not, as such, place the rich at a disadvantage, whereas the
choice by the rich of an expensive procedure does place the poor at a disadvantage. However,
since it is wholly impractical to subject litigants to means testing, the right to choose the mode
of adjudication cannot be restricted to litigants who are in an inferior financial position vis a
vis their adversaries. The choice must therefore be available to all. Accordingly, all litigants,
be they poor or rich, plaintiffs or defendants, could be given the liberty to opt for a cheaper
form of adjudication regardless of the opponent’s wishes. Such a universal option would
provide a largely self-regulating mechanism for husbanding procedural resources and would
lead to a considerable reduction in the average cost and duration of litigation. The form of
adjudication may take the form of the summary procedure already discussed.
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However, this option cannot be entirely unfettered and some restrictions would have to be
imposed. Some types of litigation, such as constitutional disputes or mass tort actions, would
always necessitate full procedural treatment on account of their complexity or general public
importance, regardless of the litigants’ wishes. Disputes of wide public significance could be
excluded from summary adjudication either by a priori definitions or in the exercise of
judicial discretion. Judicial discretion would also need to safeguard against abuse in the
choice of summary adjudication. For example, a litigant, who fears that a thorough
investigation of his claim could reveal it to be false, may opt for summary resolution in order
to conceal the weakness of his case. Similarly, it would be advisable to avoid summary
adjudication in situations of a marked disparity of information between the parties. If, for
example, a personal injury victim sues his employer in negligence and the latter applies for
summary adjudication, the plaintiff may object on the grounds that, given his limited
knowledge of the defendant’s safety measures, it would be unfair to settle the case without
recourse to discovery and to the testing of expert opinion in full trial.
It should, however, be appreciated that any procedure makes room for strategic behaviour,
which is directed not so much to the elucidation of the issues as to the maximization of one’s
procedural advantage. 70 It is therefore only to be expected that the proposed procedure would
give rise to new strategies; the desirability of which will have to be considered in the context
of experience and the available alternatives.
Rationing by managerial judges
Rather than rationing by rule or by election of the parties, rationing may be exercised by the
judges themselves. The advocacy of greater judicial control over the consumption of
procedural resources is not new. Concern about the expense and complexity of the civil
process has lead, in recent years, to frequent calls for an increase in judicial involvement in
litigation. 71 It now almost universally acknowledged that it is no longer sensible to leave the
extent and duration of the litigation process solely in the parties’ control. 72 Drawing on his
own experience Judge Peter Heerey of the Federal Court of Australia observed that the more
time is given to the parties the more litigation work they generate, subject only to the limit of
resources. 73 Accordingly, many have argued that judges should be placed in charge of the pretrial process, direct and supervise the procedural steps taken by the litigants and ensure that
the process is conducted effectively and swiftly. 74
There is no doubt that cutting down the duration of litigation can be beneficial. Since
delays tend to endanger entitlements and to increase costs, a reduction in the time taken to
resolve disputes would increase the value of judgments to those entitled to them and would
decrease the cost of litigation. But a bare speeding up of proceedings will not necessarily
70
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result in a serious reduction in costs. Active judicial involvement in litigation would require a
massive increase in judicial manpower, the cost of which would be considerable and would
fall on litigants and taxpayers. More significantly, if we were to introduce judicial
management and, at the same time, leave all other aspects of procedure unchanged, litigation
would still be capable of absorbing considerable financial resources. Pre-trial proceedings
would be hurried along, but the procedure would still be complex, demand considerable
investment in legal services and generate substantial costs, albeit in a shorter space of time.75
Given the culture of the legal profession and of the judiciary, Professor Zander is right to
doubt whether the mere assumption of a managerial role would lead to the desired reduction
in costs or delay. 76
Such experience as we have with judicial management has not been encouraging. The
courts have a power to strike out an action for want of prosecution, ie for inordinate and
inexcusable delay. Yet the exercise of this power has not had a marked effect on the conduct
of proceedings because of the leniency that the courts have shown towards lax attitudes to
litigation. 77 Although a more exacting policy towards delays seems to be emerging, 78 it is
doubtful whether it will make a marked difference. Indeed, it has recently been decided that
even automatic striking out under CCR Ord 17, r 11(9) is not irreversible. 79 The courts
already have the power, under section 51 of the Supreme Court Act 1981 (as substituted by s
4 of the Courts and Legal Services Act 1990), to order legal representative to meet the cost of
the proceedings personally. Such orders, known as wasted costs orders, may be made where
costs were incurred as a result of any improper, unreasonable or negligent act on the part of
the legal representatives, be they barristers or solicitors. But the leading Court of Appeal
decision on the exercise of this power reveals a remarkably forgiving attitude. 80 Furthermore,
litigation over wasted costs orders has itself consumed a good deal of court resources. Indeed,
the sheer extent of litigation on procedural matters of all kinds is indicative of a judicial
inability to confine disputes to the merits.
Clearly then, a managerial policy will not bear the desired fruit unless it is guided by a well
articulated policy of rationing procedural resources and is buttressed by specific rules that
promote this policy. This would require both a cultural change and a material change in
procedure. To attain such a cultural change it is of vital importance that judges come to see
their role not only in terms of arbiters of individual disputes but also as guardians of scarce
judicial resources which have to be carefully rationed and equitably distributed amongst all
litigants, actual and potential.
In practical terms, to facilitate the judicial supervision of litigation judges would have to
take control soon after the commencement of proceedings. If there were to be alternative
modes of trial, the judge’s first task would be to determine to which mode litigation should be
directed. For instance, if a form of summary adjudication were to be introduced, we would
need to replace the present principle of free access to procedure with a presumption in favour
of summary adjudication. All disputes would be referred to summary adjudication unless a
litigant could persuade the judge at the outset of the proceedings that there is justification for
employing the full procedure. If party choice in procedure is to be allowed, the judge would
deal with objections to the choice of summary adjudication. Once it has been determined that
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the case will be summarily adjudicated, the judge will proceed to dispose of the dispute
accordingly.
The judge’s managerial role could be of particular importance in rationing the procedural
resources when it comes to fully fledged litigation. The process of defining the issues by
exchange of pleadings requires intensive legal services on account of the technical nature of
the process and the risks involved in getting the pleadings wrong. Further, it is not uncommon
for the process to lead to disputes which involve interlocutory applications to the court and
even appeals from the court’s decision. There is already a broad consensus that the process of
defining the issues must be simplified. Pleadings could be replaced by a requirement that the
parties provide, at the outset, a straightforward and economical account of the nature of their
case and its essential circumstances, as well as a description of the relief sought. The purpose
of this process would be to inform the judge of the nature of the dispute, so that he may, at an
early pre-trial hearing and with the assistance of the parties, identify the essential issues and
give directions accordingly. If robustly and sensibly exercised, this judicial involvement is
bound to lead to a reduction in the number of issues, and quite possibly even help the parties
settle at that stage.
A further aim of this pre-trial process would be to cut down discovery to the size of the
dispute and its real needs. It is generally recognised now that discovery can be a major cause
of waste of resources. In the Collegiate Response of the Judge of the Commercial Court to
Lord Woolf’s inquiry the judges expressed ‘the firm opinion that there should be a
reconsideration and restrictive revision of the principles and practice of discovery which has
become an overwhelming factor in terms of time and expense in many substantial cases’. 81
We should therefore seriously consider the replacement of the discovery rule by an
arrangement whereby at the pre-trial hearing the judge himself would determine, on the basis
of the issues which he has helped to shape, what documents the parties should place at each
other’s disposal.
The type of pre-trial process envisaged here is akin to the procedure in commercial
litigation in Scotland. The Rules for Commercial Actions in the Court of Sessions 82 provide
for the commencement of proceedings by summons which must include: the relief sought, a
description of the transactional dispute from which the dispute arises, a summary of the
circumstances, and the grounds for the action. To these the litigant must append a list of the
documents founded upon or adopted in the summons. The defendant has to respond in like
manner. The court then holds a “Preliminary Hearing” at which it considers whether further
specification of the parties’ claims is necessary, asks for the identity of witnesses and requests
the lodging of documents which appear to constitute evidence or are related to the matter of
the action, and gives directions about expert evidence. At a subsequent “Procedural Hearing”
the parties will provide lists of witnesses, expert reports and the like and the court will give
the necessary directions for trial. Although in their collegiate response the judges of the
English Commercial Court are not advocating the adoption of the Scottish system, they voice
support for greater judicial control, particularly where discovery is concerned. 83
A tentative step in this direction has already been made by the Lord Chief Justice in a
recent practice direction. 84 It exhorts judges to place restrictions on discovery, the length of
oral submissions, the time allowed for the examination of witnesses, the issues they wish
addressed and the reading aloud of documents and authorities. It is quite possible that if the
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extent of oral argument and oral testimony were to be determined on a case by case basis,
there would be a considerable reduction in the average duration of trials. 85 But it remains to
be seen whether judges would be able to exercise a self-denying policy regarding their own
preparedness to entertain disputes about purely procedural matters.
A new managerial culture will have widespread consequences. It is only to be expected
that once judges take on an active role, they will no longer be able to remain uninvolved in the
dispute between the parties. 86 Both before and during the trial, they would have to make
decisions that could affect individual litigants’ chances of success. 87 But this is no threat to
impartiality. It is merely a result of recognising that it is no longer acceptable to leave litigants
to their own devices, regardless of how expensive this may be to their opponents and to the
administration of justice.
Discouraging litigation expenditure
We observed earlier that the existing structure of litigation contains incentives for increasing
expenditure in litigation. The second major objective of reform should therefore be to reverse
the trend and provide disincentives to expenditure in litigation.
It must be clear to most objective observers that no measure of procedural simplification,
streamlining and judicial intervention would have lasting effects as long as lawyers have an
incentive to complicate and protract litigation. That is, as long as legal services rendered in
litigation are remunerated on an hourly basis without limit and regardless of outcome. It is
therefore imperative that we abandon this system.
Several options present themselves in this respect. One possible solution is to adopt some
form of contingency fee system. 88 Lawyers whose fees are contingent on their clients’
recovery have a strong incentive for keeping down the investment in litigation, so as to secure
a reasonable gain. Further, under this system there is less scope for a conflict of interest
between lawyers and their clients during litigation, whereas under the hourly payment system
a conflict of interest exists because lawyers benefit in proportion that the trial is more
complex and protracted. However, this system is not devoid of fault. 89 It creates room for
considerable conflict of interest when it comes to settlement. Since lawyers receive a fixed
proportion of clients’ recovery, whether it is obtained by trial or by settlement, they have an
interest is settling without investing in litigation even when litigating could yield a higher
recovery for their clients. 90 But there may well be ways of overcoming this problem 91 and,
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besides, it is not clear that the conflict of interest between lawyers and clients under this
system is worse than the different conflict of interest that is generated by our present system.
A further difficulty is that the contingency fee system is better suited to the relationship
between lawyer and plaintiff than to that between lawyer and defendant.
It is a measure of the dissatisfaction with our present system that the Lord Chancellor’s
Department is now considering a move towards a form of conditional fees. The proposal is
that plaintiffs’ lawyers will be paid an uplift of 100 per cent on their taxed fees out of
damages recovered in the action. 92 This is not the only change that the Lord Chancellor has
been considering. In a drive to keep down the cost of legal aid his department is investigating
the possibility of introducing standard fees in civil cases. 93 The German approach is
particularly instructive in this regard.
In Germany legal fees are determined by law. Lawyers are paid for litigation in units that
represent a small proportion of the value of the claim. 94 For commencement of proceedings
lawyers are paid one unit. A second unit is payable for representation at the next stage, which
consists of a hearing before a judge. At this hearing the judge tries to procure a settlement
and, failing that, gives directions for the preparation of evidence. Lawyers earn their third and
final fee unit if the case proceeds to collection of evidence and its presentation before the
judge.
Clearly, since lawyers earn only a fixed fee they have no incentive to prolong any one of
the litigation stages. On the contrary, they have an interest in seeing these processes through
as swiftly as possible so as to secure a reasonable return for their work. This incentive to keep
down complexity has also the tendency of easing the judicial role. However, it was found that
lawyers tended to push litigation to its third stage in order to secure a full three unit payment
which resulted in an overloading of the judicial system. In order to counteract this trend it has
been laid down recently that a lawyer is entitled to the entire three unit fee if the case is settled
in its early stages.
If the practice of hourly payment cannot be banished, we should at least provide clients
with better means with which to resist costs. Two fairly straightforward measures would
greatly improve clients’ ability to influence cost: better information and greater competition
from within and without the profession. On the first head, the Australian Advisory Committee
on Access to Justice has made useful recommendations. 95 They suggest that lawyers should at
the outset provide clients with the following information: details of the method of costing, an
estimate of the total likely costs, comparative market information on costs, likely chances of
success and the implications of failure in the litigation, an explanation of the process of
taxation and, lastly, information about alternative means of dealing with the matter and their
cost. On the competitive side, the Australian committee made recommendation for promoting
both internal and external competition. A discussion of these methods and, indeed, of the pros
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and cons of self-regulation, is beyond the scope of this paper. 96 Suffice to say here that, as in
any other context, in the absence of a determined effort to expose legal practices to market
forces clients’ interests will suffer.
The further inflationary factor present in our system presents different problems. We have
seen that the indemnity rule encourages the continual raising of the procedural stakes, once
litigation is well under way. The American system avoids this problem by providing that each
party carries his own costs. 97 The combination of this rule with the contingency fee system
ensures that even poor litigants can have access to court. However, this system has it own
defects, not least of which is that victims of violations of the law have to see a substantial part
of their damages disappear in legal fees. 98 Further, the American system does not offer
adequate access to poor litigants whose cases are not economically attractive for lawyers. As a
result, both courts and legislatures have created inroads into the non-recovery rule by
providing for recouping attorney fees in certain cases. 99 In particular, statute provides for the
recovery of costs in civil rights cases. 100
Instead of adopting the American system in its present form, we could seek a middle
ground solution, laying somewhere between full recovery and nil recovery. We could, for
example, limit the amount of costs that a winning party may recover to the proportion that the
sum awarded bears to the sum claimed. A plaintiff who recovers only 70 percent of the claim
will, accordingly, recover only 70 per cent of the costs. As far as defendants are concerned, a
defendant who succeeds only in part will be denied costs in proportion to loss on the merits.
Such a rule would discourage insubstantial claims and defences and thus reduce the pressure
on costs. Another possible arrangement would be for a judge to fix at the outset of the
proceedings the cost recoverable by the winner. 101 Lastly, recoverable costs could be limited
to the amount spent by the loser on litigation. 102 This will go some way towards ensuring that
cases are fought in a way that is affordable by the poorest of the two opponents.
Discouraging litigation
As soon as we bring down the cost of litigation we are bound to come up against the perennial
problem that a reduction in the cost and delay of litigation could stimulate more litigation. An
increase in the volume of litigation could then threaten any improvements gained. 103 A reform
aimed at reducing the cost of litigation must therefore be accompanied by fair measures
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designed to deter litigation. However, before addressing this problem two preliminary points
need be made.
When we come to assess the probable consequences of improvements in efficiency, it is
important that we keep the problem of increase in the volume of litigation in perspective. As
will have become clear, cost and delay are in themselves conducive to litigation. It is
unfortunately the case that the more litigation can be protracted, the more costly to the
plaintiff recovery would be, and the greater a benefit defendants could extract from a
settlement. Some defendants have, therefore, good reason for resisting claims and protracting
litigation for as long as possible. By denying defendants the weapon of cost and delay we
would make it less likely that they would force plaintiffs to take legal action and we could
thereby achieve some reduction in litigation. This said, it remains probable that an increase in
efficiency would draw more litigation into the courts. But it is important to note that this
consequence would not cancel out improvements in efficiency already achieved, because a
reduction in the time that it takes to dispose of an action will enable the courts to deal with
more cases, even if there remains an overhang of volume with which the system cannot
cope. 104
The problematic correlation between cost and delay, on the one hand, and the volume of
litigation, on the other, is not confined to reform. Any system of civil justice has to contain a
mechanism for balancing the supply of justice against the demand for it. The present method
of discouraging litigation through high cost is, as has been observed, objectionable on
grounds of both injustice and inefficiency. It is fashionable to think that the solution to the
problem can be found in alternative dispute resolution. There may well be a great advantage
in making available parallel systems of conciliation and arbitration. But existence of such
systems cannot provide an excuse for failing to reform the administration of civil justice in the
courts. Surely, citizens are entitled to expect equal access to courts of law and are right to
demand that they not be barred from them on grounds of poverty. It is a requirement of justice
that any measures adopted for discouraging litigation in the courts and for encouraging
alternative forms of dispute resolution should be non-discriminatory in terms of wealth or the
lack of it.
One possible measure for discouraging litigation is the pendulum system of adjudication
under which the judge can only decide to accept the plaintiff’s claim in full or, alternatively,
wholly accept the defendant’s defence and reject the plaintiff’s claim altogether. 105 Under this
system a judge has no jurisdiction to award part only of the claim or accept part only of a
defence. It stands to reason that a judge faced with such a choice will tend to decide in favour
of the party whose position is closest to what the judge believes to be the correct solution.
Hence, a party who advances an excessive claim or defence runs a serious risk of losing
everything. Accordingly, this feature of the system provides a powerful mechanism for
narrowing the divergence between the competing positions of plaintiffs and defendants, with
the result that mutually agreed settlements become much more likely. 106Naturally, pendulum
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adjudication would not be suitable for all types of litigation, such as constitutional cases
where the courts are expected to establish rules of general application. Accordingly, in this
context too a flexible approach is called for, whereby pendulum adjudication is employed in
only certain types of cases.
Pendulum adjudication may not be the only method available for discouraging litigation. 107
The important point to realise is that any reform of the system of civil procedure must go
hand in hand with an effective strategy for discouraging litigation.
The need for empirical research
A serious attempt to reform the system of procedure would have to be grounded on sound
factual assumptions about the workings of our existing procedure and on reasonably reliable
projections of the consequences of proposed changes. 108 A few examples will suffice to
illustrate this point. One of the themes advocated here has been that we should consider
trading in some accuracy for the sake of economy or timeliness. To this end we need to form
an idea of the extent to which, if at all, a curtailment of the present processes may undermine
accuracy. Some useful indications may be obtained from a comparison of the accuracy of the
procedure for determining applications for interlocutory injunctions with the accuracy of the
normal procedure. It should be possible to ascertain in how many of the cases, which proceed
to trial after an interlocutory decision, judgments go in favour of the winner at the
interlocutory stage. If it is shown that judgments tend to go the same way as the interlocutory
decision, one will have established that a move towards summary adjudication would not
involve a massive sacrifice in accuracy. 109 Equally, if it is shown that in a high proportion of
cases a decision to grant or refuse an interlocutory injunction disposes finally of the case, we
will have established the legitimacy of this procedure as a method for final adjudication.
Information is required about other aspects of our pre-trial procedure too. Discovery may
be extremely costly, yet we have little knowledge about its usefulness. Although it may prove
impractical to gauge the correlation between discovery and the determination of truth, we
should be able to obtain other kinds of useful information. For instance, it would be
interesting to know what leads litigants to engage in cheaper or more expensive discovery
practices and the correlation between discovery and the willingness to settle. The
phenomenon of settlements itself needs to be better understood, as it is so important to the
running of the administration of civil justice. We need to acquire reliable data about the way
in which different factors, such as delay and cost, influence settlement. In particular, it is
important to determine to what extent settlements operate unfavorably towards poorer
litigants and how legal aid affects settlements. As far as the legal aid system is concerned,
much is already known but its effect on cost inflation is not sufficiently understood. We need
to have a much better grasp of the reasons for the steady increase in demand for legal aid
funds, about the degree to which this is due to increases in demand for services or to sheer
inflationary pressures.
At present there is virtually no empirical data about the workings of our system of
litigation. 110 No information about costs, about the relationship between costs and the value of
the dispute or the cost of the different segments of litigation. The position is somewhat better
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in other common law jurisdictions. 111 The implications of any contemplated changes would
also need to be investigated. For instance, although a considerable body of knowledge exists
about the operation of cost shifting and about remuneration for legal services in other
jurisdictions, we could hardly extrapolate directly such information. To understand how ideas
borrowed from other systems would work here we would have to construct models that can
accommodate the interaction between new processes and the existing structure.
While empirical data about the workings of the administration of justice is important, it is
also important that we do not seize upon the paucity of information as an excuse for taking no
steps to improve matters. The problem of access to justice demands urgent attention. Some
progress may be made right away, especially with regard to the simplification of procedure
and in respect of lawyers’ fees. At the same time, we need to put in place monitoring
mechanisms to ensure that changes do have the desired effects and in order to inform
proposals for further improvements.
Conclusion
The exorbitant cost and the delays involved in civil litigation have greatly restricted access to
justice and have placed a considerable strain on legal aid funding. At the same time, the
volume of litigation has stretched court resources to their limit and beyond. As a result, an
attempt to reform civil procedure is almost inevitable now. The theme advocated here has
been that reform can succeed only if a comprehensive strategy is adopted which deals with the
different factors that contribute to the malaise. This strategy should aim to husband procedural
resources so that access to procedure, as distinct from access to the court, would be allowed in
proportion to the importance and complexity of disputes.
At present, a powerful mechanism which encourages complexity and pushes up the cost of
litigation is at work. A litigant need only show a bare arguable case in order to avail himself
of the full procedural provision. He is then free to consume everything on the procedural
menu, regardless of the difficulty or importance of the issues, of the inconvenience or cost to
the opponent, and of the resulting strain upon the court system. The method of remunerating
for legal services on an hourly basis provides lawyers with an incentive to complicate and
protract litigation. Once litigation looks like proceeding to trial, the indemnity rule, whereby
the winner recovers his costs from the loser, provides litigants with a reason for continually
raising their stakes in the litigation, whether by employing expensive procedural devices or by
intensifying the use of the process. Coming on top of these mechanisms, the injection of
massive public funds into the purchase of legal aid, on the basis that poor litigants have to
match the standards commonly employed by affluent litigants, has had the natural result of
fanning the cost of litigation even further. The complexity of litigation can therefore be seen
as the effect of this inexorable ratcheting up mechanism rather than its cause.
To reverse the present trend we must start by reducing the complexity and duration of
litigation. This could be achieved by rationing procedural provision, so that access to
procedural devices would be controlled. Different methods of control have been mentioned,
such as a presumption in favour of summary adjudication, leaving those litigants who wish to
have access to the full procedure to justify the need for intensive consumption of the courts’
resources and for the imposition on their opponents, as well as judicial case management.
Above all, a cultural change is called for whereby judges come to see their role not only in
terms of arbiters of individual disputes but also as guardians of scarce judicial resources
which have to be equitably distributed amongst all litigants, actual and potential. Even if this
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results in some diminution in the level of accuracy in judgments, it seems preferable to
dispense justice to a larger number of citizens, albeit at a somewhat reduced quality, than to
dispense higher quality justice to the very few.
Such a cultural change will not have a lasting effect unless it is supported by concrete
measures that provide effective incentives for litigants and lawyers alike to spare procedural
resources. The system of hourly remuneration for legal services must be changed so that
lawyers too would have an interest in speed and economy. Clients should be provided with
better means to resist costs. At the same time we need to be conscious of the possibility that,
as litigation becomes cheaper and swifter, many more would be encouraged to litigate, thus
threatening the build up of fresh backlogs. It is therefore essential to provide effective
inducements for out-of-court settlements. At present litigation is discouraged by cost and
delay, but this method is both wasteful and unjust. A much more equitable system must be
found, and pendulum adjudication is mentioned as a possible solution.
Lastly, little progress is likely to be made without thorough research into the working of
civil justice here and abroad. For unless we are prepared to look beyond the confines of our
jurisdiction, 112 and extend the discussion beyond the horizons of purely legal questions, into
economics and social studies, no sensible and well informed debate about the reform of civil
procedure could take place. Besides, firm empirical information and sound analysis of its
implications is a pre-requisite to forming a consensus about changes that may have wide
ranging social implications.
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